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Abstract: Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) accelerometers using transverse forces with an inertial 
object placed at the middle of the FBG have a high sensitivity but low resonant frequency. 
The resonant frequency 26Hz and sensitivity at 6Hz 1.29nm/g were reported based on a 
50mm-long FBG accelerometer. We demonstrate that the first FBG accelerometer based on a 
transversely rotating stick, which can, at the same or even larger size, keep the high 
sensitivity and significantly increase the low resonant frequency. In our experiments, a 
77.5mm-long FBG accelerometer has achieved a similar sensitivity but 65% higher resonant 
frequency. This novel structure not only significantly widens the potential applications of 
FBG accelerometers by increasing their resonant frequencies but also provides a new route to 
design other accelerometers, e.g. micro accelerometers.   
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1. Introduction 
Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) has intrinsic advantages of frequency modulation, ease of 
multiplexing and strong immunity to electromagnetic interference, and is suitable for 
structural health monitoring and seismic monitoring [1-3].  
 
FBG is inherently sensitive to temperature and strain. By changing its strain according to the 
acceleration applied, many accelerometers have been developed [4-11]. Originally, an FBG 
was bonded to a base, and an inertial object was used to change the strain of the base and the 
therefore the strain of the FBG [4, 5]. This method is inefficient, as a heavy inertial object is 
required for achieving a high sensitivity. In order to improve the efficiency, an inertial object 
was directly fixed on an FBG, and applied forces along the direction of the FBG [6-8]. The 
efficiency was further improved by applying forces perpendicular to the direction of the FBG 
[9-11]. The transverse force was applied by an inertial object located at the middle of an FBG. 
In an experiment, the sensitivity and resonant frequency of an FBG accelerometer using 
transverse forces were 24 and 1/26 times those of an FBG accelerometer using axial forces 
with the same inertial object, respectively [10]. To keep the high sensitivity and increase the 
low resonant frequency of the FBG accelerometer using transverse forces, its size should be 
reduced. However, it is hard to reduce its size because the inertial object is placed at the 
middle of the FBG accelerometer.    
 
We propose an FBG accelerometer using transverse forces but its inertial object is not placed 
at the middle. Instead, its inertial object, a rotatable stick, is serially connected with the FBG. 
At the same size of an FBG accelerometer with an inertial object placed at the middle [9-11], 
the FBG accelerometer proposed here has a similar sensitivity but significantly higher 
resonant frequency.  
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2. Theory 
Fig.1 shows the diagram of the proposed
other end of the FBG is connected to the free end of a rotatable 
stick could rotate smoothly around the pin
on the classic theories [12] that the net torque equals 
and moment of inertial (∑   ), and the moment of inertial of a 
around its one end equals one third of 
(   	
/3 ), we have 
3/	
  0, where , 	, 	
, 
and FBG at equilibrium, angles formed by the
equilibrium. Therefore, by solving this deferential equation 
found as   3/	
/2. Therefore, 
to 	 . Because 	
  can be reduced to the length of Bragg gratings (usually 
resonant frequency of such an FBG accelerometer would
objects are placed at the middle, at the same sensitivity and size. T
accelerometer proposed here is 	 
Fig.1 Diagram of the proposed 
  
 accelerometer. One end of an FBG is fixed, and the 
stick. Assume that 
, and (2) the tension of the string is constant
the product of the angular acceleration 
 uniform stick rotating 
the product of its mass and the square of its length
 	
/3  	  	  	
/	

 !
"#
, , and  are the mass of the stick, lengths of the 
 stick and FBG, and axial force of the FBG at 
[9], its resonant frequency
ideally, the resonant frequency  is independent 
~10mm), the 
 be higher than those whose inertial 
he size of the FBG 
	
. 
 
FBG accelerometer 
(1) the 
. Based 
 
##%  
stick 
 can be 
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3. Experiments  
Fig.2 shows the manufactured FBG accelerometer
which could be moved axially to adjust the 
left. The two bolts on top of the movable block 
other end of the FBG was fixed on a stick, and the distance betwee
FBG was 17.5mm. The stick had a hole at 
rotate around the pin. The stick weighed 7.76gram, and was 60mm in length from the center 
of its hole to its connected end. The 
length, ~0.2nm of 3dB bandwidth, ~
mask. Its free-state resonant wavelength at room temperature wa
interrogator based on fabry-perot cavity with a repeatability of 1pm
1000Hz (SM130, Micro Optics Ltd.) was used. 
 
Fig.2 Manufactured FBG accelerometer
Fig.3 shows the experimental setup. 
4, Aurora, OH. 44202) by two bolts.
10V/g, measurement range ±0.5g, and sampling frequency 1000Hz) 
. One end of the FBG was fixed on 
stretch of the FBG by rotating the bolt at the far 
were to ensure that it only moves axially.
n the two fixed ends of the 
its right end where it was pinned, so that it c
Bragg gratings used in the experiments was ~10mm in 
90% of reflectivity, and manufactured by using a phase 
s 1530.80nm. A wavelength 
 and sampling frequency 
 
 
 with the adjustable stretch of the FBG 
 
The FBG accelerometer was fixed on a shaker (VG 100
 A calibrated PCB 393B piezo accelerometer (sensitivity 
was fixed on its top.
a block, 
 The 
ould 
-
 Sine 
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waves were generated by an EZ digital FG
Crown CE2000 Amplifier, and fed to
 
Fig.3 Experimental setup
 
The frequency responses of the FBG accelerometer 
the FBG at equilibrium. Frequency response is acceleration sensitivities at different 
frequencies. First, the stretch of the FBG at equilibrium was set
frequency of the vibration of the shaker were 
frequency was increased about 3Hz 
the acceleration was first tuned randomly to differ itself from that of the last frequency
then the amplitude was maintained 
data at every tested frequency were extracted from the 30s record to do the Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT).  
 
Fig.4 shows the records of the FBG accelerometer 
frequencies when the FBG was 0.41
-7002C sweep/function generator, amplified by a 
 the shaker.    
 
 
were tested at the different stretches of 
. Then, the amplitude and 
varied to test the response of the FBG. The 
each time. At every tested frequency, the amplitude of 
for about 30s before moving to the next frequency.
and piezo accelerometer at different 
nm stretched at equilibrium and the FFTs of their 10s
, and 
 10s 
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6 
extracted data at 1Hz and 3Hz. The acceleration sensitivity at every frequency was calculated 
based on the FFTs by dividing the wavelength shifts by the acceleration observed by the 
corresponding piezo accelerometer and then timing 2 to get the crest to trough sensitivity [11]. 
By zooming in, the data were read with less than 1% error from the FFT spectra. Fig.5 shows 
the records of the FBG accelerometer and piezo accelerometer at different frequencies when 
the FBG was 0.85, 1.51, 2.97 and 4.54nm stretched at equilibrium.  
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Fig.4 Records of the FBG accelerometer and piezo accelerometer at the different frequenci
0.41nm stretched at equilibrium, and the FFTs of their 10s extracted data at 1Hz and 3Hz
 
es when the FBG was 
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Fig.5 Records of the FBG accelerometer and piezo accelerometer at the different frequencies when 
the FBG was 0.85, 1.51, 2.97 and 4.54nm stretched at equilibrium 
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9 
Fig.6 shows the overall frequency responses at those stretches. When the stretch increased 
from 0.41 to 1.51nm, the resonant frequency reduced. It did not follow the theoretical 
prediction that the frequency increases with the stretch (  3/	
/2), because the 
spring-mass theory does not apply for scenario where the axial force (tension) changes too 
much to be viewed as a constant [11]. When the stretch increased from 1.51 to 4.54nm, the 
resonant frequency increased. The experimental resonant frequencies were 35.8, 42.6 and 
50Hz, while the theoretical ones are 25.2 (3 ∗ 1.51/1.33/0.00776 ∗ 0.0175/6.28 
25.2), 35.4 and 43.6Hz (the changes of the axial force ∆ and resonant wavelength ∆. of the 
FBG have the experimental relationship ∆.  1.33∆ [13], and here ∆    0  ). As 
the stretch increased, the errors between the experimental results and theoretical predictions 
became smaller. The measurement frequency range of an accelerometer is where it has a 
rather constant sensitivity, which is decided by its resonant frequency [9, 14]. The higher the 
resonant frequency, the wider the measurement frequency range.    
Fig.7 shows the straightness of the lines formed by the FBG and stick under these 
stretches. The straightness changed dramatically from 0.41 to 1.51nm stretch, but much 
slowly from 1.51 to 4.54nm stretch. Therefore, it seems that when the straightness changes 
dramatically with the increase of the stretch, the resonant frequency reduces, and when the 
straightness changes little with the increase of the stretch, the resonant frequency increases. 
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Fig.6 Overall frequency responses at the different stretches of the FBG at equilibrium
 
 
Fig.7 Different straightness of the lines formed by the FBG and stick under the different stretches of 
the FBG
 
The sensitivities at 5Hz at 0.41, 0.85, 1.51, 2
tested at different accelerations. After the FBG was stretched
vibration frequency of the shaker was fixed a
test the response of the FBG. Each tested
being changed, and then 10s data were 
0.1
1
10
0 20
C
re
st
 t
o
 t
ro
u
g
h
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e
n
si
ti
v
it
y
 [
n
m
/g
]
 
 
 at equilibrium 
.95 and 4.55nm stretches at equilibrium
 and fixed on the shaker
t 5Hz, but its vibration amplitude was varied to 
 amplitude was maintained for about 30s
extracted at every tested amplitude to do the FFT. 
40 60 80
Frequency [Hz]
0.41nm
0.85nm
1.51nm
2.97nm
4.54nm
 
 were 
, the 
 before 
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11 
Fig.8 shows the records of the FBG accelerometer and piezo accelerometer when the FBG 
was 4.55nm stretched, and the FFTs of their 10s extracted records at the lowest and highest 
accelerations. The FFT’s results are compared in Fig.9, which shows that (1) the sensitivities 
at 5Hz at 0.41, 0.85, 1.51, 2.95 and 4.55nm stretches at equilibrium were 0.62, 1.24, 1.11, 
0.42 and 0.18nm/g, respectively, and (2) their linearities were very good. 
 
When the FBG was 0.85nm stretched at equilibrium, the sensitivity was the highest 
(1.24nm/g) and the resonant frequency was moderate (43Hz). Although the resonant 
frequency at the 0.41nm stretch was about the 1.5 times that at the 0.85nm stretch, as shown 
in Fig.6, the sensitivity at the 0.41nm was only about the half of that at the 0.85nm stretch, as 
shown in Fig.9. The optimum condition for a similar FBG accelerometer is at the 
infinitesimal pre-stretch [11]. Probably, the 0.85nm stretch at equilibrium corresponded with 
the smallest pre-stretch if the lever and FBG were in a straight line. For the FBG 0.41nm 
stretched at equilibrium, the FBG was evidently relaxed when the lever was lifted by hands to 
form a straight line with the FBG. A relaxed FBG would not be able to show a good 
sensitivity, as the nonlinear transverse force amplifier requires the infinitesimal pre-stretch 
for the greatest amplification [13]. 
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Fig.8 Records of the FBG accelerometer and piezo accelerometer at 5 Hz at different accelerations 
when the FBG was 4.55nm stretched at equilibrium
lowest and highest accelerations
 
, and the FFTs of their 10s extracted data at the 
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Fig.9 Sensitivities at 5Hz at the different stretches of the FBG at equilibrium  
 
4. Conclusion 
The first FBG accelerometer based on a transversely rotating stick is demonstrated, as far as 
we known, which can keep the high sensitivity and increase the low resonant frequency of 
FBG accelerometers using transverse forces.  
 
In the experiments, the resonant frequency 43Hz and sensitivity at 5Hz 1.24nm/g have been 
achieved, when the length of the FBG accelerometer was 77.5mm and the FBG was 0.85nm 
stretched at equilibrium. By contrast, a 50mm-long FBG accelerometer with an inertial object 
placed at the middle only achieved the resonant frequency 26Hz and sensitivity at 6Hz 
1.29nm/g [11]. These two FBG accelerometers have similar sensitivities, but the resonant 
frequency of the FBG accelerometer proposed here is 65% higher. If its length had been 
50mm rather than 77.5mm, its resonant frequency would have been even higher. In order to 
maintain the high sensitivity at a smaller size, the mass of the stick has to be kept by either 
increasing its cross-sectional area or replacing its material by a denser one.     
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